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founded in March 2015 and aims to become one
of the leading advisers on transactions in the owner
managed sector across London and the South
East. The team is supported by the full strength of

Buzzacott is delighted to announce the successful sale of PEX Software Limited to RealPage inc,
the Nasdaq listed provider of software to the real estate sector.

Buzzacott, the UK’s largest single office accountancy
practice with 31 partners and over 300 staff.
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PEX provides SaaS solutions to the UK, European and Australian real estate sector, and is RealPage’s first acquisition in the UK. Philip Evans, the
Managing Director and major shareholder in PEX said, “Matt and the Buzzacott team were an integral part of making the transaction happen.
Their pragmatism in advising myself and the shareholders through the process, as well as their ability to identify and resolve transactional issues
was invaluable. They led the negotiations with RealPage, but just as importantly, to help make the transaction happen, they worked with the
RealPage team to help them understand some of the intricacies of acquiring in the UK. As a result not only have we achieved the outcome the
shareholders were after, but the PEX/RealPage relationship can start from the strongest possible position”
Matt Katz, Head of Corporate Finance at Buzzacott said “We were delighted to be part of the team to make this transaction happen. As with
any transaction there were highs and lows along the journey, but working closely with Philip, the shareholders and the legal team from SM&B,
led by Natalie Wright, we got there. I wish Philip, PEX and the RealPage team a very successful future together”
Matt adds “The transaction with PEX marks another milestone in the development of the Buzzacott Corporate Finance business and we are
particularly proud as this is our second disposal to a US purchaser in 12 months. We have further similar transactions in the current pipeline, but
would be delighted to work with more entrepreneurial SaaS businesses to help them realise their value.”
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